Using Microsoft Teams for virtual interviews

We’re doing our online interviews using Microsoft Teams. It’s free for
candidates to download and easy to setup. Each candidate is sent a
personalised “invite to interview” email that contains the secure link to their
online interview session as well as instructions on how to download and
use the app.
Microsoft Teams works on mobiles, tablets and PCs with cameras making
it a widely accessible method for online interviews
On the day of your interview:








Make sure your laptop, smartphone or tablet is fully charged
Find a suitable and quiet spot in your home, where you’ll be
comfortable for the duration. And don't worry, the interviewers will be
understanding if children and/or pets pop up to say hello, they’ll be in
the same situation too!
Test your internet connection to ensure it’s working
Test your webcam/phone camera and audio are both working, and
you’ve turned your speakers on
Happy with your picture quality? Try adjusting your camera or lighting
and avoid bright lights in the background e.g. windows
What to wear; smart/casual

During your interview:








Remember, be yourself and try to relax
Have a form of photographic evidence with you to hold up to the
interviewers to confirm your identity
Your body language should be the same as if you were in
interviewing in person, such as hand gestures, nodding and smiling
to show you are engaged and maintaining eye contact with your
interviewers
When on a PC/Mac you’ll see a small window with your camera view
(what the interviewers can see) and on the large screen you should
see your interviewer(s)
When on a mobile you’ll see yourself in a larger window.

Offers

To comply with social distancing requirements, our pre-employment checks
will be virtual instead of face-to-face.

We need to comply with the Home Office’s temporary measures regarding
the right to work document verification (documents must be verified by the
candidate holding the originals to the camera) therefore as a minimum we
can only make job offers to those who pass the mandatory pre-employment
screening checks too.

